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ABSTRACT. Long-term observations of the solar radio noise storms carried out at Abastumani Astrophysical
Observatory with the solar radio telescope at 210 MHz are presented. It is shown that there is a strong correlation
between the amplitude of the noise storm and sunspot number. © 2011 Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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As is known the discovery and study of the solar
radio emission have played an important role in the inves-
tigation of the processes occurring on the Sun. The fact
that the solar radio emission manifests itself in two ways,
as the “quiescent” and “disturbed” i.e. “sporadic” Sun,
attracts one’s attention. Their distinguishing features are
known as well.

The solar radio emission of the “quiescent” Sun is
explained by the atmospheric thermal emission, the power
of which is estimated by the solar corona temperature.

The radio emission of the “disturbed” Sun is related
to the features on the solar surface (flares, spots etc).

The emission of different wavelengths arrives from
various depths of the solar atmosphere. Accordingly, if
the wavelength, on which the solar radio emission is ob-
tained, is changed, the investigation of the solar atmos-
phere in its full depth will be possible.

Solar radio observations in the metric bands (=1.43,
f=210MHz) have been performed at the Abastumani
Astrophysical Observatory of the Georgian Academy of
Sciences since 1957. Observations lasted for 4-6 hours
daily. Within 1957-2009 highly abundant  observational
data, comprising 5 solar cycles (maxima in 1957-1958, 1969-
1970, 1980-1981, 1990-1991, 2000-2001), were available.
The fifth cycle is in its ascending period.

The radio telescope used at the observatory is de-
scribed in [1]. Its receiving part is tuned at 210 MHz fre-
quency and operates by the modulation method. Accu-
rate and rough channels are provided in this piece.

On the abundant data, accumulated over many years,
it is well expressed that the noise storm is closely con-
nected with the solar spot or a group of spots. In many
cases the spots group accompanied by the solar radio
storm is of E and F types (according to the accepted clas-
sification). The fact that the spots or a group of spots of
opposite polarity could be the source of the noise storm
is established as well. Certain characteristics of the noise
storm, such as its duration and intensity, are closely con-
nected with the 11-year solar activity cycle. All the param-
eters vary with that of the solar activity cycle.

The question, whether the noise storm is connected
with other solar features, i.e. flares, is answered by vari-
ous authors in different ways. Some believe that any chro-
mosphere flare precedes or coincides with the noise storm
in time [2]. Others think that the noise storm is only ob-
served when there are strong chromosphere flares with
power of 2 or 3 points on the Sun [3].

It is known that the noise storm lasts several hours or
days. Therefore the noise storm might coincide with the chro-
mosphere flare, especially when its lifetime is more that 30 min.
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Although at present there exist a lot of investiga-
tions devoted to the origin of the noise storm and its
relation to the solar activity cycle, out of our tremendous
data, comprising more than 40 years, we have singled out
about 400 such cases when the relation effect is more
obvious. Therefore I should like to consider three distin-
guished events, e.g. optical observations performed at
the Abastumani observatory according to the “Solar Serv-
ice” program during almost 5 solar cycles, their compari-
son with radio observations recorded by me in the same
time period and an appropriate analysis.

Fig. 1 is the diagram of 13. 09. 88 solar radio emission.
The observational moments in U.T. are in Z-direction and
the emission intensity in 10-22 WM-2Hz-1 units in Y-direc-
tion. The diagram corresponds to type I radio emission,
i.e. to the noise storm [6] resulting from the active areas
observed in the optical band. Fig. 2 shows the photos of
the sunspots on the same day, when Wolf’s number at-
tained 270 and the sunspot area was 1.714·10-3 millionth
of the solar hemisphere. The chromosphere flare of 1 point
is recorded with the observatory chromosphere telescope,
apparently, giving rise to the noise storm observed in the
radio band. May 7, 1992 radio emission in the above units
is plotted in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 shows the sunspot photos of

the same day. Here Wolf’s number is 150 and the sun-
spots total area in the above units makes up 3.545·10-3.

According to October 11, 2002 observations a rather
large sunspots group, shown in Fig. 5, was noticed on the
east solar limb near the North Pole. At the same time a
noise storm, displayed in Fig. 6, was observed in the radio
frequency band. It is clearly seen that it is rather an inten-
sive one and fluctuates in (40-100). 10-22 WM-2 Hz-1 units.

Statistical analysis of observational data has shown
that as a rule, in most cases the radio emission, is con-
nected with sunspot groups. In particular, the noise storm
is formed in the sunspot groups of a complex pattern, in
the process of large spots growth. At the same time mag-
netic flux maxima of the radio emission and large sunspot
groups coincide with the accuracy of a day. Powerful
magnetic fluxes of the sunspot groups, for their part, rep-
resent a precondition of strong chromosphere flares.

Various researchers [7,8] have obtained similar results
at different  frequency bands [6-8] in terms of interphero-
metric and polarimetric observations. Based on a few ex-
amples in [8] a conclusion is drawn that variation of a
continuous constant of the noise storm is closely con-
nected with that of the sunspot groups area and type I
radio bursts are, likewise, closely related to variation of
the sunspots magnetic field tension.

Fig. l. Diagram of solar radioemission on September 13,1988.
13.09.1988

Fig. 2. Sunspots in the photosphere on September 13, 1988.

Fig. 3. Diagram of solar radioemission on May 7,1992.
7.05.1992

Fig. 4. Sunspots in the photosphere on May 7, 1992.
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Further refinement and improvement of the mecha-
nism of the noise storm require optical observations of
the chromosphere flares and sunspots with
magnetographs as well. Such observations will make it
possible to fix both the magnetic field tension of large
sunspots and variation of their area with the time interval
of an hour, besides it might be used to register the noise
storm by means of radiospectrographs, interpherometers
and polarimeters in different frequency bands.

As a result of the analysis of observational data ob-
tained by the author at the wave 1.43m it is shown that
maximum duration of the radio noise is 7-10 days, bursts
originate earlier and disappear later than the increased
background radiation.

The intensity of the radio emission is as well con-
nected with the value of the magnetic field flux. This sug-
gests the idea that the intensity of the noise storm essen-
tially depends on the gradient of the magnetic fields.

Fig. 6. Diagram of solar radioemission on October 11,2002.
11.10.2002

Fig. 5. Sunspots in the photosphere on October 11, 2002.
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mzis radioxmaurTa qariSxlis kavSiri fotosferos
optikur movlenebTan

S. maqandaraSvili

ilias saxelmwifo universiteti, evgeni xaraZis abasTumnis astrofizikuri observatoria,  Tbilisi

(warmodgenilia akademikos j. lominaZis mier)

mzis radiodakvirvebebi garkveulwilad avsebs optikur gamokvlevaTa Sedegebs, zog SemTxvevaSi
ki warmoadgens informaciis miRebis erTaderT saSualebas. yuradRebas ipyrobs is, rom mzis
radogamosxiveba orgvarad warmogvidgeba _ “mSvidi” mzisa da “SeSfoTebuli” anu “sporaduli”
mzis saxeobebiT, aseve cnobilia maTi ganmasxvavebeli maxasiaTeblebic.

e. xaraZis abasTumnis astrofizikur observatoriaSi samzeo radiodakvirvebebi optikur
dakirvebebTan erTad 1957 wlidan mimdinareobs metrian diapazonSi (=1,43m, f=210mgh), dakvirvebaTa
xangrZlivoba yoveldRiurad 4-6 saaTia. 1957-2009 wlebisaTvis mopovebulia metad mdidari
dakvirvebiTi masala, romelic moicavs mzis aqtivobis 5 cikls (maqsimumebi 1957-58, 1969-70, 1980-
81, 1990-91, 2000-01 ww).
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2007 wlidan dawyebulia axali ciklis aRmavlobis periodi da 2012 wels miaRwevs maqsimums.
im did masalaSi, romelic wlebis ganmavlobaSi dagvigrovda, kargad gamoxatulia, rom xmauris

qariSxali mWidro kavSirSia mzis laqebTan an laqaTa jgufTan.  xSir SemTxvevaSi laqaTa jgufi,
romelsac axlavs mzis radiogamosxivebis qariSxali, miekuTvneba E da F klass (laqaTa miRebuli
klasifikaciis Tanaxmad).

aRsaniSnavia isic, rom sxvadasxva talRis sigrZis gamosxiveba mzis atmosferos sxvadasxva
siRrmidan modis. maSasadame, Tu SevcvliT talRis sigrZes, romelzedac miiReba radiogamosxiveba,
SevZlebT mzis atmosferos gamokvlevas mTel siRrmeze.

naSromSi ganxilulia aqtiuri areebis radiogamosxivebis damuSaveba 400 sxvadasxva Canawerebidan,
moyvanilia 3 magaliTi rogorc optikuri, aseve radiodakvirvebebisa. gamoTvlilia sxvadasxva
maxasiaTeblebi. dakvirvebiTi masalis analizma cxadyo, rom umravles SemTxvevaSi radiogamosxiveba
dakavSirebulia laqaTa jgufTan, kerZod, xmauris qariSxali warmoiqmneba rTuli konfiguraciis
mqone laqaTa jgufebSi, didi laqebis zrdis procesSi. amasTanave, radiogamosxivebisa da didi
laqaTa jgufebis magnituri nakadebis maqsimumi emTxveva erTmaneTs erTi dRe-Ramis sizustiT.
laqaTa jgufebis mZlavri magnituri nakadebi ki, Tavis mxriv, mZlavri qromosferuli amofrqvevebis
winapirobaa. amave dros xmauris qariSxali mWidro kavSirs amJRavnebs laqaTa magnituri velebis
daZabulobaTa cvalebadobasTan.
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